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Abgtract: It ie proved, in particular, that every rial valued quaei-continuous mapping on a

Baire space X is continuout on a dense eubset of X ; furthermore, we proved that every real

valued mapping on a hyperconnected Baire epace X is continuous on a dense subset of X if each

point of diacontinuity is of dr-type.In fact, in the above resulte, the range apace R of reol

numbere may be generalised to any eecod countablo space.
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l. Introduction:

This note eteme from the following theorem of Lin [5]:

Theorem 1.1. (Theorem 1 of [5]). .I/ f t X -Y is o mapping from o Boire spoce X to

o second courotoble sprce Y, then the mapping I is olmost cont'inuous on a dense $bset

of x.

Although it is easy to obeerve thot trnder the hypotlesis of the above theorem,

r mspping may not be continuous on any dense eubset of the domain space; a"nd the

required oca,mple might have been known, but we a,re unable to cite a Bource of print.

So, we give the following o<a,mple.

Bxample: 1,2, Let iV be the set of natural numbers and let r be the topologr consists

of al l  sets O euch that O-O or O = N or O:{1,2r.  . .  ,n}for some n{>1} in JV
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'r"d'let 
{n,U} be the ueual topological space of real numbere. Let / : /V --r ft ls s

mappiiig defined UV /0) :'5, l(2): 7 and f(n): n otherwise. It is easy to verify that

each point of JVis a'point of discontinuit1 of f and so, / is not continuoue on any

dense subsei of iV; alghough{IV"r}ia a Baire space and (.8,t/) is a second countable

8pace.

It ie then a pertinent and natural guestion as to under what additional restriction

on the mapping or on the space under consideration, t'h" mppiog will be continuous

on o deirse subset of the domain spac!. Before working on this queotion, we state some

known definitions and reeulte which we. need ip the sequel.

Deffnitioq 1.8. ([4],[6]). A mapping f t X + Y, from a topological space to another, is

ssid to be guasi.continuous at r ! X if for wy U,V open such that o ! U and

/(o)elzthere existe a non-empty open eet Gc[/such that /(G)cIz; the mapping

/ is called quasi-continuous on ACX, if it is quasi-continuous at every point o!l.

Errery cr ntinuous mapping is quasi-continuous, but the converse is not necessarily

true.

Deffnition 1.4. [E]. The boundary of a set .4 in a topological space X is the set .4 sa,ns

its inr,erior and is denoted by Bd A.The interior and the closure of a set ,4 in X is

denotect by Int .4 and Cl.A respectively.

Deffnition 1.6. [f]. A Baire space is a topological epace in which the intersection of

each countable family of open dense subsets is den8e. Every non-empty Baire space is

a set of the second category, i.e., it is not the union of a countable family of sets

En suctr that Int ClEo - f where f denotes the empty set.

D,cfultlon 1.8. [21. Lef f t X +Yb a mapping from a topological space to another.

A point x!X16 called a 4-potnt (or a point of {-type)of J if there ocists an open

neighbourhood ffof /(c) such that teBdf-r(N) and Int /-t(.tV):/; and a lnint

c e X will be called a {-point (or a point of dr-type) of /, if for any open rreigbbour-

hood iVof /(c),there qigtg an open subneighbourhood O of f(a) [i.e, O is a neighbour-

hood of /(o) and o c lvl such that , e Bdf-r(o).and Intft(o) * /. If each of these

pointe origts then the aet of points of dieoontinuity ie partitioned by the set of

d1-points and the set of Q-points.
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Definition 1,7, 14, A topological space x is c8[ed hyperconnectod if every pair of
non'empty open sets of x has non:empty interaection, or equivalently, every n6n
enpty open set in Xis dense in X.

Now, we have come up with tbe following resuh.

Theoren 1.E. If f :x->Yis ryaai-contirarcw mapping lram o Boire epue x ta o

cecond countable *poce Y, then the mopping I b continaou on a derue afiset of X.

we further observe that the assumptiou I f ds ryutcontintouE'cr. be dmpped
from Theorem 1.8 if the domain space in addition is hyperconneted provided that
each point of discontinuity of /is of e-type. pregisely, we have.

Theorem 1.9. If f : X --+ Y ia mapping lrom o hyperconnected Baire spu,e X to a
aecond, countable space Y such that the points of d,iscontinudty of f (if orry) ore of
d2:type, then f is continuous on a d,ense subset of X.

The proofs of Theorem 1.8 and Theorem 1..9 are given in the nort eection. A
particular interesting special case of Theorem 1.8 (Theorem 1,9) iB obtained by uelng
the usual ,p"." ft of real numbers in place of the space y in Theorem 1.g (Thorem

1.9). Thus

corollary 1,10, Eaery real ualued, q.tasi-continuous mapping on a Baire spoce x b
continuous on a dense subset of X,

corollary l,ll. Eaery real uolucid mopping on hyperconnected Bodre apace x b
continuos on o d,ense wbset of x if each point of discontinuity of I is ol dz-tvpe.

We conclude this section by demonstrating that the concepts of Baire space and
hyperconnected space are independent with the help of the followng oramplee.

hample 1.12. The topological space (JV,r)of Example 1.2 is a Baire space ad well as

a hyperconnected space.

Eranple 1.13. L!t iV be the set of positive integers and r * be the cofinite topolory.

Then (jV,r*) is a hyperconnected epace but not a Baire Fpaoe.

hanple 1.14. The usual space R of *eal numbers ie an obvious oca6ple of a Baire

4ace which is not hyperconnected.
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2. Proo& orf rnntn thsg[@s

Before proving Ttmrtm 1.8, rre sha{ae!d the folbwing l!mna

Lenna 2.1. A tn$whg f :x +Y b ryosi.contimtou d sexild,itdonlyif

acCl I4 f-t[, lm anry open eet V contnining f(x\'

Prrof: Firat we suppose thst t is quasi-oontinuous at q.! x. T.dt Uand vbe open

such that o ! Uand fifl eV. Then there is a non-empty ope'r 8et C C U euch that

f(c ' )Cit .So, Q*G clntt- l (y).  Now, r t  s!G then s!61Int f 'V) '  Again' i f

r /G then 0*Gc(U\{o})nInt/-1(V) andhence oeA Int/-r( Iz) '

N!rct, let s!Cllntf-t(y) for every open set Vcontaining /(c).tet U be any

open eet containing aThen Unlnt f-'(V) ;* {. We take G : U f]lnt /-t(y). Hence G

ie a non-empty open set such that G c Uand /(C) c I l-r(V\ cV'

Proof of Theorem: 1.E. Let B:{Bn:n=L,2, ' ' .} be acountable basis for the

open sets in Y. We select B* = {!nr,Bra, " '} c B such that Int I-r(Bn) * Q'

k : 1,,2,. . . . This eubclass B* is non-empty ; for, rf. s ! x then by the above lemma

a e c llnt t-l(3") for each B, e B ontaining 7 (o) because / is quasi-continuous,

a,nd so, Int /-l(B*) * {. Now, for eachB'o! B*, let us set 8,.: C'Int /-t(B"r)

\Int /-l(Bq)'Thenlnt 
"1En:IntEn*:11; 

ctlnt f-r(Bn) \ c'Int/-l(Bnn'\:$ for

such /c, a^nd thus the eet E : $=lanrie a set of the first category. But if / is not

continrious at c, then there ocists a BnneB * euch that /(r) ! B,r* and a / Int f-'(Bn)'

But since / is quasi-ontinuous at, a,x G Ct lnt fr(Bn) by the lemma stated earlier'

Hence x ! Enrfor eome lc a,nd so, r ! E Therefore, /is continuous on X\E' which as a

complement of a fret category eubset of a Baire spacen is dense in X'

Proof of Theorem 1.g. Let B:{B,tn:7,2, " ' }be acountablebasisfortheopen

sets in Y. We eelect B* : {Bnr, Brai. . . } c B euch that Int f' (Brr) * Q' k -t'2 "'

This subclass B*is non-empty, because if c is a point of discontinuity then s is a

4-point and hence there o<ietsa Bn e B euch thst seBdl-t(tsn\ und

Int 1*1(an;-{. Now, for each B* e B*, we set Enn= f-r(Bnr)\Int /-l(Bnr)' Since

X is hyperconnected, for eachBr* e B*, Cllnt l-l(Bni):X' So' for each lc'

Int 61p,* c Intflf-l(B,h )\Ct Int t-l(B,*) :$,i'e',En is no''here dense for each lc ;

and thue the,sst F : Jp1E . ie a get of the firet category. But if / is not continuoue

rt r, there
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at c, there exists a Bnre B* such that /(o) ! B'n and that o/Int f-r(Bn),

consequently , u e Enr because oe f-r(Bn). Hence x ! E, a,nd so, / is continuous on

the dense subset X' ,E of. X.

RBmark 2.2, The condition 'f is quas'i,-continuorts on X' in Theorem 1.8 is sufEcient

but not a necessary one as shown in the following example.

Example 2.3. Consider the topological spaces (ff,r) and (R,U) of Example L.2. Let

f t N --fi be a mapping defined bV/(Z) : 1 and f(n):n otherwise. Clearly, /is not

qua.si-continuous at n(*1,2); but /is continuous on the dense subset {1,2} of N'

R.emark 2.4. Since each poiht of discontinuity of /, v'w., n(* 1,2) of Example 2.3 is a

dr-point,it is clear that the hypothesis 'points of disconti,nui'ty of f (i'f ang) are of

|-tVp" 
' of Theorem 1.9 is only a sufficient condition but not a necessary one.
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